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HEBBEL E. HOFF
One of the most universally recognized phenomena in physi-
ology is the fact that the heart loses its capacity to respond to a
stimulus at the onset of systole, and progressively recovers it later
in the cycle. This interval of suspension of irritability is designated
as the refractory period, and is classically divided into a primary
interval of complete or absolute refractoriness and an ensuing period
when the heart will indeed respond, but only to a stimulus of greater
than normal intensity. This second phase is known as the relatively
refractory period. Following the relatively refractory period the
heart may for a short time be more than normally irritable; this
constitutes the supernormal period.
The phenomenon of refractoriness is not confined to the heart,
but is found in a variety of muscular and nervous tissues. It forms
the basis for understanding many features of the normal and patho-
logical behavior of these tissues, and in particular furnishes the most
attractive explanation for the rhythmic activity of various organs.
Classically, Marey is credited with this important discovery.
Earlier work by Bowditch, and by Kronecker and Stirling is occa-
sionally recognized as contributing to Marey's discovery. Only
rarely is it appreciated that Moritz Schiff knew of the refractory
period, demonstrated it experimentally, and extended its theoretical
applications in a manner strikingly modern. Before Schiff many
physiologists wrote of it, precisely, if not extensively. None of
these, however, can be credited with originating the philosophical
concept or adducing the primary experimental proof, however great
their contributions may have been. The evidence seems indisput-
able that the credit for originating the idea of a refractory period
belongs to that remarkable Italian, the "vir illustrissimi" of Haller,
the Abbe Felice Gaspar Ferdinand Fontana.(30)
The history of the refractory period thus began with Fontana.
Immediately following him came many physiologists who accepted
his views or rejected them, but who failed to study the subject
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experimentally. Later came Schiff, Bowditch, Kronecker and Stir-
ling, Marey, and others, who made definite experimental and philo-
sophical contributions. I propose here to present the evidence for
the prior and preponderant contribution of Fontana, and to show
the later development of the subject. It has seemed worth while
to present in separate sections a translation of Fontana's account of
this work, and an evaluation of the scientific career of a man insuffi-
ciently known in this country and in this generation, but whom
du Bois Reymond paired with Spallanzani as "twin stars of Italian
science."( 13)
II. Haller and Whytt
The sources of the discovery of the refractory period lay, as
have those of so many other important physiological concepts, in
the age-old search for the cause of the heart-beat. More immedi-
ately, it was Haller who furnished the impetus by extending the
earlier observations of Glisson into a general doctrine of irritability.
To Haller, irritability was the ability of a tissue to respond to a
stimulus by contraction, and he employed the term in almost exactly
the same sense that physiologists now use the expression contractility.
Muscles contracted in response to a stimulus which could come from
the nerves, or might be provided by factors externally applied. No
muscle was more highly endowed with irritability than the heart,
which was the first structure to exhibit this property in the embryo,
and the last to lose it in death. The normal stimulus to the heart
was the blood, which, entering the cavities, evoked contraction first
of the auricles and later of the ventricles. On the whole Haller
was inclined to deny to the cardiac nerves any role in the production
of the heart-beat, although he was by no means certain of this, and
in many places he displayed a considerable indecision about the func-
tion of the cardiac nerves.
Opponents of the Hallerian doctrine of irritability were not slow
in appearing, and one of the most important of them was Whytt,
whose leanings towards vitalism could not permit him to accept the
mechanistic explanations Haller proposed. More than this, Whytt
was led to perform experiments that placed no small difficulty in
the way of an easy acceptance of the theory of irritability. The
most significant of these from the standpoint of this account is the
clear recognition by Whytt that the heart relaxed in diastole despite
the continued presence in the chambers of at least some blood. This
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was even more strikingly demonstrated by the alternate systole and
diastole of a heart in which the pulmonary artery and aorta were tied
off, so that a large quantity of blood was constantly present in the
cavities of the heart. Whytt was thus, perhaps, the first to postulate
that rhythmic motions persist despite continuing activity of the
stimulating agent, and that the cause of such rhythms is not to be
sought in an intermittent stimulus.
When Whytt attempted to explain how the heart (or any
rhythmic structure) relaxed even though the stimulating agent per-
sisted with undiminished vigor, he had recourse to vitalism and
evoked a sentient principle, or archaeus. The unsatisfactory nature
of his suggestions may best be understood from his own words:
An irritated muscle does not remain in a contracted state, although the
stimulating cause continues to act upon it; but is alternately contracted and
relaxed.
Thus the stimulus of an emetic received into the stomach, does not
occasion a continued contraction of the muscular coat; and an irritation of
the lower extremity of the gullet, is followed by alternate convulsions of the
diaphragm. The heart of a frog or eel taken out of the body, continues its
alternate motions while a needle is fixed in it. When the heart or other
muscular parts of dying animals cease to move, heat will renew their con-
traction, which is regularly alternate, although the stimulus be unvaried:
After the auricle of a pigeon's heart had ceased to move, I made it renew
its alternate contractions by filling the thorax with warm water; and after
the vibrations of a frog's heart had begun to languish, they recovered their
former vigour and quickness, by exposing it to the heat of a fire. (54, p. 18)
It might perhaps be imagined a priori that a muscle ought to remain
contracted as long as the stimulus or cause of its contraction continues to
act upon it; but the fact we see is otherwise; and the reason of it shall be
explained afterwards. (54, p. 19)
If then the effects of stimuli upon the muscle fibres of animals, cannot
be deduced from any property or powers belonging to them, as mere
MATERIAL organs, it remains, that they are owing to an active sentient
PRINCIPLE animating these fibres. But this will more evidently appear
from the following considerations.
1. A stimulus applied to the muscles of animals when laid bare produces,
instead of only one contraction lasting for a considerable time, several con-
tractions and relaxations alternately succeeding each other, which become
gradually weaker, and are repeated after longer intervals, as the force of the
irritating force is diminished. Now, these alternate contractions are easily
accounted for, if we suppose them to proceed from a sentient PRINCIPLE,
which, in order to get rid of the pain or uneasy sensation that arises from
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the irritation of the muscle, determines the influence of the nerves into its
fibres more strongly than usual. (54, pp. 242-43)
Why the sentient principle, in consequence of a painful sensation, does
not keep such muscles as are irritated in a continued state of contraction, but
allows them to be alternately relaxed, shall be afterwards explained. (54,
p. 244)
These very different effects of stimuli on different muscles and organs of
the body, which I may venture to pronounce altogether inexplicable upon
any mere mechanical theory, are easily accounted for from the principles
already laid down: for if the contraction of an irritated muscle be owing to
the uneasy sensation excited by the stimulus, as often as the first contraction
does not remove this, the muscle will be agitated with alternate contractions,
as being the most proper to throw off the irritating cause. If indeed, by
the first contraction, the disagreeable sense of irritation be quite removed, no
further motion follows; but if it still remains, new convulsive contractions
succeed, and continue to be repeated alternately, till the stimulus either ceases
entirely, and is no longer felt, or becomes too weak to produce a new con-
traction. But where the contraction of any muscle occasioned by the action
of a stimulus on a neighboring part would, if it was alternate, neither tend
to remove the irritation, nor render the mind less sensible of it, there no
sudden relaxation follows, but the muscle remains equably contracted as long
as the stimulating cause continues the same. Let us now see how this general
doctrine can be applied to the different spontaneous motions of animals. (54,
pp. 258-59)
III. Fontana
At Bologna Hal]er found an able opponent in Laghi, one of the
first to use an electric shock to stimulate muscles, and here he also
found his two most active and renowned supporters, Leopoldo
Marco Antonio Caldani, Professor of Anatomy, and Felice Fontana,
Caldani's friend and collaborator. Here also lived Veratti and his
famous wife Laura Bassi, at whose suggestion Caldani and probably
Fontana first used electrical stimulation, and whose house often
served as a laboratory for their experiments. (9, pp. 128-29)
Fontana very quickly saw the force of Whytt's arguments and
the very similar ones advanced by Haen (27, 28), and in his first
treatise on irritability explained the relaxation of constantly stimu-
lated muscles by invoking the force of elasticity in the contracted
muscle:
I conclude with another objection, proposed by a worthy professor of
medicine. He said he could not understand, in the system of Haller, how
the heart passed from systole to diastole if one considered the blood as the
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cause of the contraction of this organ. It is a well-established theorem in
mechanics, that any force which produces a certain effect, will continue to
produce it as long as it exists itself and as long as it is applied to the same
object. According to Haller, a single drop of blood suffices to evoke a con-
traction of the heart. There is certainly blood in the ventricles even in
systole, and the one or the other ventricle contracts, when its artery is ligated.
If thus there is always blood in the cavity of the ventricles, the cause of systole
thus always exists and contraction ought never to cease. The contraction of
the heart moreover applies its surfaces more adequately to the blood which
stimulates it.
It is necessary here again to distinguish the exciting cause of a phenomenon
from its effective cause. The latter produces the effect immediately, and is
always proportionate, the effect can be neither greater than the cause, nor
less. As for the exciting cause, it does not itself produce the effect, but
disposes the effective cause to produce it, and it can be infinitely smaller than
its effect. The imprisoned air, and the vapors contained in the grains of
gunpowder are the efficient cause of the effect made by the powder. Its
exciting cause may be fire which puts in action this air or vapor, in opening
suddenly the barriers which inclose it. Thus it is not the fire of the match
which throws the cannon-ball, it is the elasticity of the air, or the vapor, and
it is this that is proportional to the energy of the ball, and is infinitely stronger
than that of the spark which ignited the powder. If there were a machine
composed of compressed springs, which began to operate as soon as one were
set in motion, a small force could in exciting the first make them all react,
and produce a considerable motion, much more than that of the first. The
same thing is true of the blood; it is not the efficient cause of the contraction
of the animal fibre. The irritability of the fibre can be activated by a small
cause, and by a feeble impression: but once activated, it has a power propor-
tional to its own forces, which can be much greater than those of the exciting
cause, and its movement will be proportional to the number of fibres irritated.
Since moreover the fibres respond only by contracting, and since they are
unable to become any shorter without feeling the reaction of stretched fibres,
the muscle relaxes by virtue of the elasticity of its own fibres. That, I think,
is how the heart passes from systole to diastole, and returns to systole where
the irritation of the blood is applied anew. (15, pp. 235-37)
In this first attempt Fontana obviously avoided the issue, as did
Whytt. He did, however, show a clear understanding of the dif-
ference between the stimulus and the response it produces and pro-
posed the analogy with the spark and the gunpowder which has
since been of such value in teaching. Moreover, the above passage,
and that which follows it immediately, indicates that he had a fairly
thorough grasp of the "all or nothing" law:
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The same reasoning serves to answer a further objection, proposed by
another scientist. He maintains that the movement of the heart is the effect
of the force of the animal spirits, and not that of the blood. A heart stimu-
lated by the very finest needle continues to contract, and to eject blood into
the aorta at a great rate.
Haller does not deny, nor can he deny, that to a greater stimulus there
does not follow a more vigorous contraction, as in all other muscles. The
contractions of the heart are consequently proportional to the force of the
stimulus. But the simple contact of the point of a fine pin with a fibre of
the heart may be regarded as a small matter, and as almost nothing; one
cannot thus deduce the rhythm of the heart from such a gentle movement:
it is necessary to refer it to the animal spirits hidden in the very fibres of
the heart. It is consequently these, and not the Hallerian irritability, that
determine the movement of the heart.
This argument has some semblance of force, but its falsity may easily be
discovered. Irritability is, according to Haller, a property of the animal fibre
which can be activated by the lightest shock, which for all this is not the
efficient cause of this movement, which resides solely in the fibre itself, but
which passes from a potential state to action when it is evoked by some stim-
ulus which arouses it. The contractile energy of the entire muscle can
surpass that of the stimulus. It is thus that a tiny spark ignites a great mass
of gunpowder, the energy of which is prodigious. This spark could hardly
move a pebble, while the air imprisoned in an infinity of grains of powder
in developing its elastic power, upsets boulders. The spark is not the cause
of this enormous effort, which greatly exceeds it in force, it is only the
exciting cause, which liberates in the powder the energy of an agent which
is enclosed within it.
The needle that pricks the heart does what the spark does: it excites only
a single fibre, a supposition I wish to admit, although it might affect a
thousand, but it forces the entire muscle into a complete systole: because the
pricked fibre in contracting stretches and sets in motion other neighboring
fibres, and in this manner unites in a single contraction the maximum effort
of all fibres in so far as they are capable by virtue of their irritable nature.
(15, pp. 237-40)
Fontana himself must have been dissatisfied with this first expla-
nation for he returned to the subject three times within the next few
years with new works on the laws of irritability, in.which the concept
of refractorin.ess was clearly presented and used to explain the
rhythm of the heart and other organs. (16, 17, 18, 19)
In these treatises Fontana solved the difficulty by suggesting
that a muscle relaxes because in the very act of contracting, its store
of irritability is exhausted so that it can no longer contract:
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It is a recognized truth, that a bodily movement cannot stop unless the
factors producing it cease to operate. But one also knows that the function
of irritability is to produce contraction of the muscle, and that this latter
ceases when the muscle relaxes and returns to its natural resting state. It is
therefore apparent that the activity of the irritability is no longer present, but
must be entirely extinguished, as soon as its result, that is the contraction of
the muscle, stops. Therefore, at the moment when the muscle returns to
its natural resting state the exciting cause of the contraction is entirely neu-
tralized, and must be renewed, if the muscle is to contract again. (19,
pp. 6-7)
This reasoning he then applied to the heart. First, he presented
evidence to show that the nerves were not the cause of the heart
beat. Then he showed that the stimulus of the blood was constant,
and not intermittent, and finally by direct experiment he demon-
strated that even though the heart were stimulated continually by
mechanical or chemical agents, it could not be forced into constant
contraction. From this he concluded that in the act of contracting,
the irritability of the heart was exhausted, so that the heart could
not respond to the stimulus and relaxed. Only after a definite time
did the heart regain its irritability, and again become capable of
response to stimulation. The rate of the beat must therefore depend
upon the rate with which the heart gains and loses its irritability.
These points are illustrated in the following excerpts:
Others have concerned themselves with the well known law of recovery
which is followed by elastic bodies as well as stretched fibres. These, and
other solutions of this problem are inadequate, for bent or stretched elastic
bodies return to their original condition only when the force which displaced
them is diminished, or is by its own action exhausted. If the force which
bends a steel reed continues to act on the reed, it will remain forever bent,
and will never return to its original condition. Moreover, in the example
cited of the muscle fibre, the stimulating cause increases greatly instead of
diminishing, and nevertheless the heart relaxes.
Even if one distinguishes between efficient and the exciting causes, the
difficulty is not entirely resolved; for if the stimulus is sufficient at a given
moment to excite the contractile power, why can it no longer continue to
maintain this activity when it not only remains as strong as before, but even
increases, and continually acts on the heart? In short, one can consider this
matter from whatever standpoint one will, but must conclude that the fibres
of the heart cannot relax if the stimulus continues so long as one assumes
that the heart always remains equally irritable. For the stimulus remaining
always the same, evokes always the same irritability, and this in turn the same
contraction.
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One has therefore no alternative but to explain the fact that the heart
relaxes in spite of constant stimulation according to the basic principles of
animal irritability established in Part I. The longer and the stronger a muscle
remains contracted in voluntary motion, the more it loses its own irritability,
and relaxes finally involuntarily, although we attempt to increase its supply
of nerve fluid.
External stimuli evoke no response in the contracted or just relaxing
muscle fibres, because the heart is not then irritable, as it was a moment
before, and it has not yet reached the state of irritability which is necessary
for a new response.
The same applies to the relaxation of other muscles, voluntary as well as
involuntary. They relax by virtue of the elasticity of the contracted fibres,
which can only relax when the force of irritability has called forth its complete
action, and by this is exhausted. Needles, fire, all external stimuli, are
powerless to keep the muscle contracted, because it has lost its previous irrita-
bility, and lacks those factors that are required for a new contraction. (19,
pp. 107-10)
The difficulty created by the constant stimulus excited by the blood in
the heart chambers, becomes even more considerable when one considers that
the heart continues to beat when the great arteries are ligated and the cavities
filled with blood. This is a definite fact, and can be seen in either chamber
in the same manner. There the stimulus is certainly very great, and is at
no time decreased, and yet the heart relaxes between contractions. Stones,
bones, and worms have been found in human hearts, and I have often
attempted to stimulate the heart by pricking it at the moment when it
relaxes, but nevertheless it did not remain contracted, nor could it be held
in continual contraction by the strongest stimuli such as acids, sharp needles
and hot metals. (19, p. 105)
The question has been raised, why the muscle relaxes almost as soon as
it has contracted. To this I answer, that since the irritability of the muscle
has been exhausted during the contraction, the muscle fibres now receive
again their elasticity which now returns them to their original condition of
relaxation. Since not all relaxed muscles immediately recover their ability
to contract, not every muscle immediately contracts again, even though the
stimulus continues to act. Thus it comes about that the hearts of frogs, cats,
and young lambs, do not contract immediately after relaxation of the heart,
but only after they have completely relaxed, because in these animals the
irritability of the heart is renewed only after complete relaxation. (19, p. 32)
The experiments reported in section 5 clearly prove that the heart regains
the irritability absent during diastole only after a definite time. The auricles
of the heart continue to beat, and to drive the blood into the ventricles and
therefore the stimulus continues to act upon the walls of the chambers of the
heart. Nevertheless the heart remains immobile, and does not shorten, until
at last the conditions return in which the muscle fibres again become irritable,
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which they previously were not. The auricles themselves beat now more
and now less rapidly, that is, they do not always contract immediately after
the onset of diastole, although they are continually stimulated by the blood
from the veins. The heart and its auricles do not therefore stop contracting
for lack of a stimulus to act upon them, for the heart continues to beat when
the cavities are empty; and finally one must conclude from this, that the
heart always requires a certain time to regain its irritability. (19, p. 30)
This reasoning he finally extended to skeletal muscle in this
remarkable passage:
The nature of irritability itself makes it necessary for the muscle to relax,
even though the stimulus continues, as we have often seen to happen. There
remains only this question to answer: why an animal is able to keep its muscles
so long in contraction, while externally applied stimuli are unable to do so.
I surmise, that really in this case, moments of relaxation are present, which
are however, so small, and follow one upon the other so rapidly, that we
cannot perceive them. The stimulus excites the irritability, which rapidly
disappears, and makes room for the elasticity, which extends the shortened
muscle nfbre. In the very instant in which the muscle relaxes, it regains
the capacity to contract, and actually shortens if a stimulus be present. Now
since all this takes place in very small intervals of time, and the moments
of relaxation are very small, it appears as though the muscle were constantly
contracting, because the actual alternate transitory relaxations are invisible.
My surmise is confirmed by a very commonplace experiment not often
employed until now. If a muscle remains contracted for a long time, we
see in it a constant twitching alternating with tiny and fleeting relaxations.
One sees this in arm, shoulder and masticatory muscles, if one holds them in
strong contraction for a long time, and in the muscles of mastication one can
even feel this twitching behavior with the hand.
It is true that external stimuli, although they act constantly on the muscle,
are unable to maintain that continuing contraction of the muscle that can be
evoked voluntarily. Here however only a few of the superficial fibres are
stimulated, while the stimulus of the nervous fluid penetrates the innermost
portions of the muscle, and evokes its total irritability. Electricity, which is
very similar to the nerve fluid in its penetrating ability, has a truly similar
effect, and maintains contraction in frog's muscle for long periods.
From what I have said above it is obvious that in a muscle maintained in
steady contraction, very rapid and equally unnoticeable oscillating movements
occur, so that the muscle attempts momentarily to return to its resting state,
and its irritability in every instant is renewed and is exhausted. (19, pp.
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IV. Girtanner and other adherents
As far as can at present be determined, it appears that Girtanner
was the first to adopt this new idea, and to extend its theoretical
application without any very striking experimental contribution.
His "Memoir on irritability, considered as the vital principle in
organic life" was first published in 1790 in Rozier's Joural de
Physique,23 and was shortly after translated into English by
Beddoes,25 and included in his "Observations on the nature and cure
of calculus, sea scurvy, consumption, catarrh, and fever." An Amer-
ican edition appeared in Philadelphia within a few months.26 A
German translation was published not long after the French version,
in Gren's Journal der Physik.24 In this work, Girtanner clearly
borrows from Fontana, probably from the Hebenstreit translation,
although by implication, at least, he claimed for himself credit for
originating the concept. The passages dealing with the theory of
refractoriness are quoted from the English edition of Beddoes:
In the state of temporary exhaustion the fibre loses its tone, and fails for
want of irritability. The application of a stimulus, while it is in this state,
will not make it contract. Provided the stimulus be not very strong, it will
produce no effect at all, but in a short time the irritable principle will accumu-
late afresh in the fibre, and then it will again contract. It is only by little
and little that the fibre recovers its irritability. This truth, I dare venture
to say, is as new as it is striking. It unfolds a vast number of phenomena
hitherto inexplicable. Let us observe, for example, the motion of the heart;
the heart contracts from the stimulus of the blood, and impels the blood
through the arteries; it then again dilates, and the blood enters. But the
heart does not contract itself immediately upon the first impression of the
blood. Its irritability having been lessened by the preceding contraction, it
requires half or three-quarters of a second before the irritability of the heart
shall have accumulated to such a degree that the new stimulus can act upon
it. It is impossible to explain the motion of the heart upon any other prin-
ciple. Haller has indeed very well explained the motion, on the principle of
the irritability of the heart; but he was never able to answer the famous
objection of his opponents, who said, if the blood acts upon the heart as a
stimulus, and its contraction is the consequence of such action, how comes it
that the heart does not contract as soon as the blood enters it, but that it
flows in some time before the contraction is renewed? Why does not the
effect immediately follow the cause? Hailer could never answer this objec-
tion, nor several others of the like nature, inasmuch as he was a stranger to
the laws of irritability. The menstrual discharge in women is explained on
the same principle. The stimulus of the ovaries acting continually in women
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after the age of puberty (as I shall prove elsewhere) nevertheless does not
produce its effects till the end of eight and twenty days, because this period
of time is necessary for the uterus in its state of health, to accumulate its
irritability in sufficient quantity for the stimulus to act; the discharge ceases
after the irritability of this organ has been diminished and returns with the
returning irritability. All the periodical motions in animals and plants, as
well as their periodical diseases, may be explained upon the same principle;
that is to say, any stimulus which is always present, and continually acting
upon the fibre, produces no sensible effect, till the exhausted irritability of
the fibre shall have been accumulated afresh. The periodical motions in
organized bodies depend on the alternate exhaustion and accumulation of the
irritability of the fibre. (23, pp. 175-77)
There can be no doubt that Girtanner relied upon Fontana for
this material'and although he makes no specific reference to his
source, he acknowledged later that "je dois beaucoup a Felix
Fontana." It can be seen, however, that he did have clearly in mind
the idea of a gradual restitution of the exhausted irritability or rela-
tive refractoriness and mentions it specifically, and much more defi-
nitely than did Fontana. Girtanner was also led to state the
hypothesis that theirritability oftissues is maintained by the presence
of oxygen, and fails when the tissue is deprived of oxygen. This
reasoning induced him gently to warm excised hearts, and to demon-
strate the presence in them of both oxygen and carbon dioxide. He
also demonstrated the presence of both oxygen and carbon dioxide
in arterial blood; but in this he was only repeating earlier experi-
ments of Fontana.
In this same treatise Girtanner brought to the attention of scien-
tists a new characteristic of irritability, the property now known as
adaptation; it was probably taken from Brown (see 7, p. 21):
The effect produced upon an irritable fibre by any stimulus is the inverse
ratio of the repetition of its application. Caeteris partibus, the effect of any
stimulus diminishes every time its application is repeated, till at last the effect
is nothing, or = 0. This explains the phoenomena of habit, and many other
pheenomena hitherto inexplicable in the animal and vegetable ceconomy. The
mimosa pudica, for example, exposed to a strong wind, contracts itself; but
it ceases to contract itself in obedience to this stimulus after it has been
accustomed to it. (23, pp. 187-88)
The controversy that seemed always to follow publication of
Girtanner's works did much to arouse interest in Fontana's hypoth-
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esis, and a number of monographs and shorter articles soon appeared.
In none of them was the experimental basis of the hypothesis
extended, but they were nevertheless important in the development
of the concept of irritability. The first of the monographs to adopt
Girtanner's chemical modification of Fontana's theory of exhaustion
and restitution was that of Brandis,6 who became interested in the
function of the coronary arteries, and suggested that they be ligated
in experimental animals. Excerpts from his "Versuch iuber die
Lebenskraft" show the development of these ideas:
This process [the coronary circulation] must be related to the muscle
fibres of the heart; they must lose in contraction something that is replaced
through the coronary arteries. Until they are again restored to their previous
condition, the usual stimulus is not capable of stimulating the muscle fibre to
a new contraction; once, however, a new surge of blood has penetrated the
substance of the heart and has restored to the fibre that which was lacking,
the same phlogistic process of irritability can be evoked with a stimulus of
usual intensity.
I have attempted in vain to determine by experiment how the heart
behaves when its coronary arteries are ligated. This experiment could be
carried out especially well on large cold-blooded animals, but I lack both the
apparatus and the time to do it myself. I have almost no doubt but that by
ligating the coronary arteries the irritability of the heart would disappear as
quickly, or perhaps even more quickly than if the entire heart were torn out
of the thorax. (6, pp. 88-89)
Brandis did not, however, depend upon Girtanner for his knowl-
edge of Fontana's work; he had read the Hebenstreit translation,
and summarized the laws ofirritability as stated by Fontana. These
he believed worthy of application to the entire organism, and not
alone to the muscle, as Fontana had originally suggested. He
restated Fontana's second law thus: "that irritability is not always
present, but is renewed after a certain interval of time and according
to the nature and condition of the organ." This he developed into
a general concept of chemical breakdown, with activity, requiring
metabolic restitution, as the basis for periodic discharge:
Therefore the heart cannot be stimulated by the blood in the cavities,
until the arterial blood in the coronary arteries has replaced that which was
lacking, both carbon and oxygen.
A striking proof that this law applies also to tissue (Zeilgewebe) is
afforded by labor pains. The stimulus remains the same throughout the
course of labor, it is the child within the uterus. What can be the cause
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of such a great alternation in the activity of irritability in the uterus? I
should think for the same reason that the irritability of the heart alternates.
The organic material once submitted to the activity of irritability or the
phlogistic process, must first be restored before activity can be renewed.
Until it is so restored as to be adequate to the stimulus, a stimulus is as
completely ineffective as is the blood on the irritability of the heart, when it
has not yet recovered from its contraction. The reason why the rate of
restitution is different in the heart than in voluntary muscles, and is again
different in the fibres of the uterus in labor, is to be found in the different
organizations, and we shall never completely discover the secret. (6, pp.
141-42)
Pfaff used this phenomenon of temporary exhaustion and recov-
ery as an argument in favor of the existence of irritability as a
fundamental characteristic of life:
A muscle relaxes despite continuance of the stimulus, and the heart
becomes quiescent even though the auricles may be filled with blood; this was
explained by Girtanner on the basis of the loss of irritability with each con-
traction. For recovery a certain interval is required. The periodic return
of paroxysms of fever, sleep, hunger, thirst, the menses, etc. may depend on
periodic exhaustion and accumulation of irritability.39
Schaeffer attempted to support Haller's distinction between
irritability and sensibility, inspired possibly by Haller's own sugges-
tion that the heart contracts by nature of a local "reflex," set up by
the stimulation of nerves lining the cavities of the heart by the
inflowing blood. Schaeffer's theory altered that of Fontana only
by interposing the nerve between the stimulus and the muscle, and
by locating the exhaustion and restitution in the nerves:
The heart contracts because of the stimulus of the blood on the sensible
fibres, and through these, on the irritable fibres, and drives the blood out of
the arteries. Thereupon it relaxes anew because of the cessation of the
stimulus, and blood flows into it; but the heart does not immediately there-
after contract. The sensible fibres require not only a certain definite stimulus
before they can compel the irritable fibres to contract, but also a definite
interval for the reaccumulation of the basic sensible material. A short rest
restores to the tired wanderer, without either food or drink, at least a part of
his lost energy. Since on the one hand the stimulus of the blood flowing
into the heart after its contraction becomes strong enough to evoke a con-
traction by means of the sensible fibres, only when the heart is sufficiently
dilated by the inflowing blood, and since on the other hand the sensibility is
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diminished by the previous contraction, and therefore requires a certain time
for the reaccumulation of the basic sensible material, it is understandable why
the heart does not contract immediately after its emptying, as soon as a small
quantity of blood has entered, insufficient to stretch the heart sufficiently and
stimulate its sensible fibres. (41, p. 62)
Reil's Archiv fiur die Physiologie and other journals contained
several reviews and shorter articles in which Fontana's doctrine of
exhaustion and recovery was discussed and utilized in developing
the general laws of irritability. Girtanner or Brandis usually pro-
vided the immediate stimulus to these articles, but Fontana's contri-
bution was nevertheless recognized.3 31, 33, 49
V. The refractory period as an electrical phenomenon
As might be expected, the doctrine of loss of irritability during
activity and restitution during an ensuing period of repose found
application, as one of the principal laws of irritability, to the newly
discovered animal electricity. Galvani suggested that the muscle
and its nerve constituted a modified Leyden jar, positively charged
on the inside, and negatively charged on the outside. Contraction
occurred when a conductor permitted discharge of this flask. This
muscular Leyden jar Galvani supposed to be charged by electricity
secreted in the brain and brought to the muscle by nerves. He did
not, however, consider that following each discharge an interval
might be required for recharging.22 This point was seen first by
Valli, whose theory of animal electricity varied only slightly from
Galvani's. Valli thought that the resting muscle was constantly
"polarized"; the interior negatively charged, and the exterior posi-
tively charged. This was accomplished by a "pumping" action of
the nerves, which removed the positive electricity from the interior
of the muscle and sent it to the brain, which acted as a "receiver."
In contraction, this polarity broke down, and a state of equipoten-
tiality supervened. In this state the muscle became incapable of
further discharge, and was forced to remain inactive until the resting
difference of potential could be reestablished. The more specific
statements of this theory are found in the French publication in
Rozier's Journal de Physique"0 and are missing in the English
version:
Recently I was given a turtle: I coated its four paws. All were moved
vigorously, but slowly, and with a movement characteristic of this animal.
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This movement lasted for two hours, at different periods; but in the last
moments I was obliged to permit the animal to rest for intervals of several
minutes before it would give new signs of electricity. This time is required
for the reestablishment of the lack of equilibrium which is necessary for
discharge.
One can observe the same phenomena in all other animals.
But how is this rupture of equilibrium produced? It may be by means
of the nerves. The nerves may pump incessantly the electrical material
from the interior surface of the muscle: this interior surface accordingly
finds itself deprived of a portion of its electricity, while the internal surface
is found in an unchanged state. To establish this hypothesis I have con-
ceived several experiments of which the following is the principal.
I take a living frog: I open its pelvis to uncover the crural nerves. I
cut also the muscles of the two thighs. I coat both nerves, and with the
excitor I cause the discharge now of one limb and now the other. The
limb of which the nerve was cut conserves its vitality longer than that of
which the nerve was not cut. I ought to mention that the effect is not
constant, and that this experiment merits repetition before one can have com-
plete confidence in it.
Mr. Blane in his excellent discourse on muscular movement, says that
fishermen are accustomed to crush the heads of their fish in order to conserve
them for a longer time. Since the nerves pour into the brain as into a
reservoir the fluid we now call electrical, once this organ is destroyed, it
receives electricity no longer, and consequently the muscles are not deprived
of this principle which one can call the vital principle.
If as I suppose, the nerve pumps the electric fluid from the interior
surface of the muscle, which upsets the equilibrium of this fluid in the muscle,
when the nerve no longer sends this fluid anywhere, this equilibrium cannot
be upset any more, and consequently the muscle will rest in its natural state
despite the coating and the excitor. (50, pp. 187-88)
Fowler20 admitted that there was a loss of irritability during
activity but held that this did not necessarily arise from a loss of
potential difference in the muscle, but might be due to other internal
derangements that required time for restoration:
Aware that no electrical phenomenon can possibly have place, except
between the opposite states of positive and negative electricity, or, in other
words, where there is a breach of equilibrium in the distribution of the elec-
trical fluid; he (Valli) supposes it to be one office of the nerves, to produce
this breach of equilibrium, by continually pumping (to use his own expression)
the electrical fluid from the internal parts of muscles, and in this way render-
ing them negative, with respect to the external surface. The brain, he makes
the common receptacle for this fluid. The metals, he seems to consider in
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the light of a conductor, interposed between the outside of muscles and
their nerves. And the rapid transmission of the fluid to restore the equi-
librium, as the cause of the contractions.
He presumes his hypothesis proved from the following considerations:
I. The interval which commonly takes place between the contractions;
which interval, according to him, is necessary for the restoration of the breach
of equilibrium.
II. From observing, that fishermen, in order to preserve their fish
from putridity, crush their brains; and thus, by interrupting the medium
between the external and internal surfaces of muscles, prevent these repeated
discharges of the electrical fluid, which, according to Dr. Valli, hastens their
putridity.
III. From finding that in general, when the sciatic nerve on one side
of a living frog was divided, the other being left entire, communicating with
the brain, both armed and equally excited, the limb in which the nerve had
been divided, preserved its power of contracting longer than the other.
From this well devised experiment, he concludes, likewise, that animal elec-
tricity is the principle of life. That, on the side where the nerve remained
entire, it was withdrawn from the muscles, and deposited in the brain. That,
from the impossibility of this taking place on the other side, where the nerve
was divided, it had continued in the limb, and enabled it to contract.
If it were indisputably true, as I once believed, that contractions could
be excited in a limb without the metals having any communication with it,
except through the medium of a nerve; this circumstance would alone be a
sufficient refutation of Dr. Valli's hypothesis: but, as I have already shown,
the contractions were not in this way produced in any experiment, which I
have made, when no moisture, forming a communication between the metals
and the muscles had been left adhering to the surface of the nerve, it becomes
necessary to have recourse to less dubious arguments.
The Dr. should have recollected that, in cases of a breach of equilibrium
in the distribution of the electrical fluid, all that is required, in order to restore
equality of distribution, is, the interposition of a single conducting substance
between the place in which it abounds, and that in which there is a deficiency.
Whereas, in the phenomena, which he attempts to explain, two conducting
substances are necessary to the effect.
When a separated limb is placed under water, one would naturally
imagine, that from the perfect communication, which is then formed between
the external surfaces of the muscles and their nerves, no breach of equilibrium
could possibly have place: yet we find Galvani's phenomena even more readily
produced in this situation, than when both muscles and nerves are free from
surrounding moisture. (20, p. 30)
As for the intervals of rest which alternate with the contractions, and
which the Dr. considers as employed by the nerves, in restoring the breach
of equilibrium between the internal surfaces of muscles, and their external,
these may possibly admit of a different explanation.
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We find them alternating with contractions however excited. It is diffi-
cult to conceive, that violent contractions should not derange in some degree,
however slight, the intimate organization of muscular fibres; and some time
must necessarily elapse before their elasticity can have restored the organized
particles, of which they are composed, to that relative situation with respect
to each other, which will fit them for again contracting.
This explanation is drawn from observing the following facts. Hearts,
taken from the living thorax, and exposed to the action of a strong stimulus,
contract vividly for a time, and then cease to be affected by any further
application. If they be then removed from the stimulus, and placed for a
time either in cold water or in open air, they are observed to regain their
susceptibility to the action of stimuli, and again contract. Mr. Coleman, in
the excellent dissertation on suspended respiration, makes an observation,
which I have no opportunity of verifying, that hearts distended with blood,
and in which no contraction can be produced, by scratching their surface
with a pointed instrument, contract spontaneously, if one of the large vessels,
at some distance from them, be cut so as to evacuate some of the blood.
The organization, i'n this case, is suffered to recover by removal of the
stimulus (distention) which had deranged it. Even in the living and entire
animal the heart does not renew its contractions on the first influx of blood.
Some time must elapse, while it recovers from the derangement occasioned by
the preceding contraction.
I have repeatedly excited, by means of zinc and silver, contractions in
the leg of a frog, whose head had been divided from its body, upwards of
three days before. The receptacle, for the electrical fluid, was in these cases
destroyed. Now, either the nerves continued extracting it from the internal
parts of the muscles, or they did not. If they did, having no longer a
receptacle in which they could deposit their electricity, they must have
remained positively electrified; and thus, being in the same state with the
outer surface of the muscles, no contraction should, according to the hypoth-
esis, have been excited by the application of the metals. But this is contrary
to the fact.
If it be contended, on the other hand, that their pumping power had
ceased, then the first application of the metals, which produced a contraction,
having restored the equilibrium, which could not afterwards be broken, must
have precluded the possibility of further contractions. But this too is contrary
to fact. (20, p. 36)
In 1803 a committee appointed to study the nature of galvanism
reported to the Institute of France that the galvanic force was
exhausted by activity and required a period of repose in order to
become again active in the muscle.29
Wilkinson reported these opinions of Valli and of Fowler, and
of the Paris committee, but added no observations of his own. (53,
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vol. 1, pp. 141 and 374) More interesting is this quotation from an
account of experiments on galvanism published in 1804 by Aldini,
nephew of Galvani.2
Occasionally the galvanic stimulus seems suddenly to lose its stimulating
property; the contractions cease, and stop, the contractile faculty seems
extinguishable in the muscles, but it is only so to speak asleep; soon it awakens,
and the contractions become stronger than ever. It might perhaps be advan-
tageous to ascertain whether or not these phenomena are due to the con-
struction of the apparatus, to its mode of application or to some unknown
circumstances. Nevertheless it is most probable that it concerns the nature of
the muscle fibre, which exhausted, as Fontana says, becomes accustomed to the
presence of the galvanic stimulus, and becomes again sensible to it only after
a sort of rest. One has almost proof in what one observes when the voltaic
pile is set up to decompose water. There pass off at the zinc pole of the
apparatus toward the opposite pole, small bubbles of gas which succeed each
other without interruption. This generation indicates a continual action of
the galvanic principle on the water, which constantly yields it (the gas).
One may thus believe with reason that the interruption of muscular contrac-
tions that is met with does not depend upon the galvanic principle, which one
can consider by analogy, as exercising continually its action in this circum-
stance, and that this phenomenon, associated with that marvellous ensemble
of laws which rule the animal economy is on the contrary the effect of their
influence on the different organs.
Pfaff, one of the first Germans to write about galvanism, made
a careful comparison between galvanism, or animal electricity, and
irritability. He discussed the theory ofValli, and also that of Gaub,
about whom he wrote:
Gaub has already postulated a principle of vital force, to which he sub-
ordinated all phenomena of irritability and contractibility as its effects. This
principle he understood to be a fine fluid, which animated the otherwise dead
fibre, which is exhausted and must be restored, if its force is not to be extin-
guished, and which he held to be analogous to the electrical fluid.
Pfaff gave detailed accounts of Girtanner's work, and of that of
Fontana, whom he called the "second creator of irritability." He
concluded:
Fontana, who was the first to recognize many of these phenomena, and
from them derived the conditions for the production of contraction, for the
purpose of explaining them made constant use of the expression "Loss of
irritability, restitution in a shorter or longer time."
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VI. Johannes Miuller and other opponents
Girtanner was unpopular in Germany because of his attacks on
the doctrine of phlogiston, so that the appearance of a new theory
for which he claimed credit met opposition from many who were
personally antagonistic to him. Among these was Metzger, whose
monograph "Ueber Irritabilit-at und Sensibilit-at als Lebensprincipien
in der organisirten Natur" was almost entirely polemical, and was
directed as much against Girtanner's lack of modesty as against his
theory of exhaustion and recovery as the basis of periodic motions."5
The adherents of the doctrine of phlogiston objected to Girtanner's
emphasis on oxygen as the basic ingredient of irritability, as is shown
in the following excerpt from an anonymous polemic which appeared
in the Journal der Erfindungen, Theorien und Widersprihche in der
Natur- und Arzneiwsssenschaft.2" From its initial, and from its
virulence, it is possible that the author may have been Gren:
We would surely exhibit the most justifiable lack of confidence in the
knowledge and judgment of our readers, if we attempted to show them in
detail that Mr. G. has with his oxygen advanced not a single foot farther
than his predecessors with their flame in the heart, or the effervescence within
it, with the compression of nerves, with the archaeus, with the spirits, etc.
Why does the oxygen accumulate at certain times? Why does its accumula-
tion in the heart require a half or three-quarters of a second? Why an
interval of 28 days in the ovary? What laws govern the accumulation of
oxygen in the muscle fibre in general and particularly in the individual parts?
Another review of Schaeffer's monograph was less critical:
On page 61 the author proposes a temporary exhaustion of the nerves, by
which the sensibility is exhausted for a short time after its previous activity.
Soon after this, however, the nervous material accumulates in adequate
amounts, and the sensibility is restored to its former capacity to reach. In
this fashion he well explains the contraction of the heart; but when he says
on page 63 that any other explanation for the beat of the heart is impossible,
he is in truth saying too much.14
Niemeyer argued against Fontana's theory of exhaustion and
recovery on the grounds that Fontana's observations might be
explained on the basis of changes in the strength of the stimulus."7
In his classic text-book of physiology, Muller considered
Fontana's suggestion, only to reject it; and gives no information
about its source:
The inquiry as to the cause of muscular contractility leads to the conclu-
sion that a concurrent action of the nerves is always necessary for the act of
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muscular contraction; and hence, as well as from the fact that stimuli to
the cceliac ganglion produce a change of some duration in the peristaltic
movements of the intestine, we must infer that the organic nerves distributed
in the muscular substance have a principal share in the production of these
automatic movements, and that the rhythmic contractions of these organic
muscles are not independent of the nerves, as Haller believed. The cause
of the rhythm may be in the muscular fibres themselves, or it may be in the
nerves. If it be in the muscular fibres, we must suppose that while the
action of the nerves is constant, the muscular fibres of the heart lose for a
time their capability of contracting, which is restored during a short repose.
If the cause of the rhythm have its seat in the nervous fibres, the susceptibility
of the muscle must be persistent; but the current of nervous principle must,
from some causes appertaining to the nerves, be emitted from them, so as
to act on the muscles, only periodically. The hypothesis that the heart each
moment, or eighty times a minute, loses susceptibility of the still constant
influence of the nervous principle, and as often regains it, is improbable, from
the circumstance that all other muscles are capable of persistent action if the
stimulus be continued. So rapid a restoration of the excitability also is as
improbable as the frequent loss of it, for the renovation of the excitability in
exhausted muscles requires not repose alone, but also the action of the arterial
blood circulating in them; and arterial blood can no longer circulate in the
vessels of a heart cut from the body, and nevertheless its rhythmic movements
continue under such circumstances even when the blood is removed from its
cavities.
Since, therefore, not merely the larger ganglions of the sympathetic, but
even its ultimate ramifications in the tissues of the organs, seem to possess the
power of giving rise to periodic motions, we can understand how the rhythmic
movements of the heart, intestine, and oviduct of the turtle are enabled to
continue when these organs are removed from their connections in the body.
(36, pp. 912-14)
VII. Schiff
Fontana's suggestion that systole exhausts the irritability of the
heart and produces relaxation, and that restitution of irritability is
required before a new systole can be evoked, was adopted next by
Moritz Schiff, who reproduced almost exactly Fontana's argument.
In an article on "Der Modus der Herzbewegung" in the Archiv far
physiologiche Heilkunde, Schiff inquired into the cause of the
heart beat:
Every rhythmic motion, in which single discharges are interrupted by
pauses, however short, necessarily requires that this movement, either directly
or indirectly renders inoperative one of the three factors which evoke it, and
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renders impossible the continuance of the movement, until the lost factor is
reestablished.
The factors which together determined the rhythm of the heart
were, (1) the stimulus of the blood, (2) the irritability of the heart,
and (3) the irritability of the motor nerves of the heart. The first
factor Schiff dismissed as did Fontana, and for. the same reasons; it
had to be accepted as a constant rather than an intermittent factor.
The irritability of the heart Schiff also rejected, because he observed
that when he stimulated the ventricle of a frog's heart with repeated
induction shocks, a portion of the heart between the electrodes
became white and hard, and seemed to be constantly contracted.
There remained only the irritability of the motor nerves of the
heart. Fontana had denied that the cardiac nerves contributed to
the rhythm of the heart, but since then the neurogenic doctrine had
grown enormously in favor, and most physiologists attributed the
heart-beat to the influence of nerves. To test the hypothesis that
the cardiac nerves were exhausted by systole, and thus determined
a period of inexcitability during diastole, Schiff carried out the fol-
lowing experiment, using mechanical stimuli:
When the vagus is weakly galvanised, so that as Weber previously
observed, the heart is not stopped, but only greatly slowed, one can by con-
tinually stimulating the heart with a needle often considerably accelerate its
rhythm. But what is worthy of note is that a contraction does not follow
each stimulus, but one can notice when stimulating rapidly and as regularly
as possible, that a contraction of the heart follows only after a definite number
of stimuli. In the same way the heart of toads, arrested by sudden destruc-
tion of the brain and cord, responds at regularly spaced intervals to constant
stimulation. One notices the same in the hearts of many tritons and frogs,
immediately after they are removed from the body, where this catastrophic
procedure has caused a momentary arrest. Here constant stimulation evokes
periodic, but only periodic response. The same phenomenon is reproduced in
the bloodless hearts removed from saurians and batrachians. Here the cause
of the arrest is the relative insufficience of stimulus, but the increase in stimu-
lation does not evoke a response each time, but only when the nerve is again
in a receptive state. I will not neglect to add moreover, that on this point
I have the great authority of Felix Fontana, who himself noticed that the
diastole continued to its end, undisturbed by all stimulating agencies. (43,
pp. 50-51)
Schiff recognized even more clearly the distinction between the
early part of the refractory period when the heart was completely
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inexcitable, and the later part, in which a response could be elicited
by a stimulus stronger than normal:
We have pointed out that the motor nerves of the heart are so fatigable
that they are not only rendered inactive by a very moderate stimulus, but
that the activity accompanying contraction of the heart deadens the irrita-
bility of the cardiac nerves for a time, and that these only gradually regain
the capacity to respond to stimuli by contraction.
During diastole the nerves of the heart are exhausted, and here one is
concerned with our doctrine of the rhythm of the heart beat. This exhaus-
tion can however, not be constant throughout the whole of diastole, but is
greatest at first and gradually decreases by recovery until the heart is again
capable of responding to the weak normal stimulus. Then a new activity
occurs, which again leaves behind the exhaustion as before. If a stimulus
stronger than the normal one is applied to the heart, it can excite the nerves
at a time when they are sure to be excitable, but not excitable enough to be
activated by the normal stimulus. The greater the strength of the artificial
stimulus, the earlier will contraction occur. The interval however, in
which a stronger artificial stimulus will evoke a response, while the natural
stimulus will not, is always a very restricted one preceding the end of the
cycle, for in the early part of the cycle the nerve is not yet functionally
excitable, but is in the first stage of "exhaustion through activity." (46,
p. 463)
Schiff had employed the theory of refractoriness a year earlier
to explain the inhibition of the heart produced by stimulation of the
vagus.42 The discovery of inhibition of the heart had been
announced by th,e Webers only a few years earlier, and no adequate
explanation of the phenomenon had as yet been proposed. Schiff
suggested that the stimulation of the vagus "exhausted" the nerve,
and blocked its normal discharge, so that its normal motor influence
failed, and the heart relaxed. Schiff was careful to distinguish here
between local "fatigue" of the segment of nerve between the stimu-
lating electrodes and the "exhaustion through activity" that was to
be found all along the nerve, and was the result of propagated
impulses. Here, again, he mentioned a relative refractory state:
The arrest of the heart is to us an exhaustion of the nerves, and the
cessation of the Stillstand the result of damage by the galvanic stimulus to
the part of the nerve lying between the electrodes. The influence of gal-
vanism, affecting only a portion of the trunk, is propagated to the outermost
periphery of the nerves only by virtue of the living energy of the nerves.
When the stimulus has not only exhausted the'nerve to the point of inactivity,
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but has completely disorganized and killed it, the peripheral ramifications are
freed again from the influence of galvanism, and the killed segment of nerve
closes the circuit as a non-living conductor. The nerve ending now acts
as if it were mechanically cut off from its centre by removal of a section.
If now conditions are present at the nerve endings, such as in the heart,
which can excite to automatic activity independently of the centre, movements
will and must begin again. Indeed the nervous force, weak at first, must
be gradually restored and increased, as with the cut nerve. The exhaustion
is in fact only a relative condition, and applies often only to certain classes
and certain grades of stimulus.
A nerve which is exhausted for a certain stimulus is not for one more
intense, but inside these limits the paralysis is spread throughout the entire
nerve to its outermost periphery. A cut nerve on the contrary lacks at the
outset only the stimulus, but its capacity for reaction is retained. The con-
dition which we here call exhaustion is not caused by the direct action of the
stimulus on the restricted area affected, but from its action on the conductivity
of the entire nerve trunk lying below the point of stimulation.
An active controversy precipitated by this hypothesis prompted
experiments which, in 1858, permitted Schiff to offer a complete
neuromuscular analogy. First he observed that when the nerve of
a frog nerve-muscle preparation was stimulated tetanically for a
long time, the muscle finally relaxed completely, even though the
stimulus continued. When now the tetanic stimulus was inter-
rupted, even if only for an instant, its re-application was followed
by a single twitch, and then complete relaxation of the muscle. A
single shock applied lower down the nerve was equally ineffective in
evoking a contraction. Such a nerve-muscle preparation he then
furnished with two pairs of electrodes, one on the nerve near the
muscle, the other higher up on the nerve. Through the first pair
he sent single induction shocks at rhythmic intervals causing the
muscle to "beat" like the heart. If at this time the second elec-
trodes were employed to stimulate the nerve tetanically, a twitch
would be evoked and then quiescence would follow, unbroken even
by the previous rhythmic beats. (44, p. 186)
It is apparent that in these experiments Schiff discovered what is
now known as Wedensky inhibition, and which finds explanation
today in terms of refractoriness in much the same sense as Schiff
explained it.
Schiff's views never attained wide acceptance, mainly because of
the preponderant influence Pfluiger directed against him. Pfliu.ger
was able to block the vagus by electronus, and to demonstrate that
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the heart did not stop, and the discovery of reflexly elicited vagal
discharge proved insurmountable obstacles to his theory that the
vagus was the motor nerve of the heart. The use of the term
"exhaustion," introduced by Fontana, proved equally unhappy, in
view of experiments showing the almost complete absence of
fatigue in nerve, and the doctrine of refractoriness as the basis for
physiological periodicity remained unknown to the majority of
physiologists.
VIII. Bowditch and Kronecker
The introduction of graphic methods for tecording phenomena
in physiological experiments permitted objective study of the refrac-
tory period and its assignment to definite phases of the cardiac cycle.
Naturally enough, the first work was done in the Institute of Physi-
ology at Leipzig, where Ludwig had earlier placed a floating stylus
on the surface of the mercury in the free end of Poiseulle's mercury
manometer and recorded alterations in blood pressure on the smoked
paper of a kymograph. From this laboratory there appeared in
the Berichte der Kaiserlichen-Sdchsischen Gesellschaft der. Wissen-
schaften for 1871 a paper by H. P. Bowditch entitled "Uber die
Eigenthumlichkeiten der Reizbarkeit, welche die Muskelfasern des
Herzens zeigen." In this article, later reprinted in the sixth vol-
ume of the Arbeiten aus der physiologischen Anstalt zu Leipzig, is
found the first account of "Treppe," and the enunciation of the "All
or Nothing" law.5
Bowditch had wished to study the phenomena of exhaustion and
recovery in heart muscle, and to avoid the influence of nerves, had
perfused with serum the apex of the frog's ventricle. Since such a
preparation shows no spontaneous beats, it was necessary to construct
an apparatus which delivered through non-polarizable electrodes
break shocks of variable intensity, at rhythmic intervals of 1, 2, 3,
4, 5 seconds or even more. When preparations were tested with
this stimulator, it was clearly seen in the records, that stimuli just
strong enough to evoke responses failed to do so regularly, and only
when the stimulus strength was considerably augmented did the
rhythmic stimulation produce a regular sequence of cardiac systoles,
with each stimulus eliciting a single systole. On the whole, the
greater the frequency of the stimuli, the greater was the tendency
to irregularity of response, and such stimuli evoked regular responses
only at a much higher stimulus intensity than was required for less
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frequent stimuli. Bowditch emphasized, and published a figure to
illustrate, the fact that the failure of some stimuli to evoke responses
followed no definite order. No simple proportion could be drawn
between the number of shocks and the number of responses.
As possible explanation for the irregular response Bowditch
offered two suggestions, in the event that it was indeed produced by
a fluctuation in excitability and not by accidental variations in stim-
ulus intensity: first, that exhaustion rendered the heart incapable of
response, and second, that inhibitory nerves were activated and
depressed the irritability of the ventricle. The irregularity with
which stimuli were now effective and then ineffective prevented him
from associating the phenomenon with the cardiac cycle itself, and
he finally concluded:
Thus there remains only the assumption that the irritability of the heart
is not constant, but is a process capable of rapid variations, insofar as the
degrees of excitability accessible to weaker stimuli appear or disappear like
waves which rise up in irregular sequence above the constant level of the
infallible stimuli.
Three years later Kronecker and Stirling reexamined the ques-
tion of fluctuations in excitability and discovered a possible source
of error in the mercury contact of the relay, which in operation
rapidly became coated with a film of oxide which disturbed con-
duction and thus varied the strength of shocks administered by the
device.32 When this difficulty was eliminated by making the con-
tact through a stream of alcohol which washed away any deposit as
quickly as it was formed, Kronecker and Stirling found that the
irregular missing of beats no longer could be observed, and that
every stimulus was followed by a response, or every stimulus was
without effect.
They then confirmed Bowditch's observation that the threshold
gradually diminished with successive responses, and proceeded to a
study of the influence of warming and cooling the heart. When
they cooled the heart they were surprised to see that weak stimuli
were no longer infallible but that only a certain proportion of the
stimuli evoked contractions. Depending upon the rate of stimula-
tion, as well as the temperature, the heart might respond to one in
six or seven stimuli or to every other one. The stimuli to which
the heart did not respond did not seem to play any essential role,
for a heart responding to every other stimulus at an interval of
five seconds beat at the same frequency when the stimuli were
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delivered ten seconds apart. From these experiments, almost the
exact counterpart of Schiff's, Kronecker and Stirling conduded that
a cooled heart is not able to contract again immediately after a
systole, but that a period of rest is required before a second contrac-
tion can be executed. The duration of this period of necessary rest
could be determined either from the interval between stimuli which
invariably evoke a response or from the interval between beats of a
heart stimulated with great rapidity.
IX. Marey
Not without reason is Marey often given the entire credit for
the discovery of the refractory period. Not only was he the first
to show graphically the changes in threshold throughout the cardiac
cycle, but it was he who gave the phenomenon its name.34 Studying
Bowditch's experiments, he saw more than Bowditch himself had
seen; namely, a suggestion that the heart becomes inexcitable during
the first moments of systole, and then gradually recovers throughout
the rest of the cycle.
In the experimental studies Marey then carried out, two tech-
nical details seem to have determined the success with which his
efforts were rewarded. In the first place he used a frog's heart
which was beating spontaneously, and which was stimulated only by
single shocks thrown in at random throughout the cycle. The
second detail was that he let the drum of the kymograph run con-
tinuously, so that the time relations of systole and diastole could be
determined. In this way he was able to determine the stimulus
threshold at any part of the cardiac cycle, and thus to correlate
excitability with systole and diastole.
Marey demonstrated that a single shock administered in these
conditions found the heart excitable only during certain parts of the
cycle. The heart showed in each cycle a refractory period com-
mencing with the onset of systole. The duration of this period
varied with the intensity of the stimulus and the condition of the
heart. With feeble stimuli the refractory period lasted at least
during the complete phase of systole; with increasing intensity of
stimulus, the refractory period shortened, and occasionally disap-
peared completely. Cold prolonged and heat shortened the refrac-
tory period. The induced systole was followed by a pause which
reestablished the normal rhythm; i.e., the pause was "compensa-
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tory." The earlier in the cycle, the weaker was the forced beat;
the later it was evoked, the greater was its amplitude. The latent
period of early extrasystoles was long, while systoles later in the
cyde had a short latency.
Marey then repeated the experiments of Kronecker and Stirling
and observed that a heart stimulated by repeated shocks at short
intervals beats at a rhythm determined by its refractory period. He
concluded that during systole the heart lost its nervous or muscular
irritability, and required a period of rest in order to restore itself.
The longer the period of repose, the more complete was the restora-
tion and the more normal the subsequent beat.
Impetus to the study of refractoriness given by Marey's decisive
experiments and judicious nomenclature resulted in an extraordinary
expansion of the doctrine, quite beyond the scope of this account.
Some further facts may, however, be added for the sake of com-
pleteness. The first relates to the matter of nomenclature. While
it is apparent from the account so far that physiologists, particularly
Schiff, recognized the existence of an initial period of complete
inexcitability, followed by a phase of gradually returning excita-
bility, not even Marey made the distinction completely clear. In
1906, Carlson first used the expression "absolute" in reference to
refractoriness, when he questioned whether in the Limulus heart a
phase of absolute inexcitability could actually be demonstrated.10
It is remembered that Marey also failed to find absolute refractori-
ness in some of his experiments on the frog heart. Later in the
same volume of the American Journal of Physiology in which Carl-
son's article appeared, Schultz, from Howell's laboratory, used the
phrase "absolute refractory period."'47 Schultz spoke of the rela-
tively refractory period as the "variable" refractory period. Very
shortly thereafter, in a new article on the excitability of the Limulus
heart, Carlson used the term "relative" for this part of the refractory
period.'
Not until 1920 did Adrian describe the supernormal period in
the frog heart, although the following quotation from Schiff indi-
cates that Lelaunie had probably observed the phenomenon.
In regard to Lelaunie it is interesting to recall that this investigator found
in the surviving heart of the horse, that after a short interval of excitability
during diastole, still somewhat before the onset of the following beat, a new
state of inexcitability set in, which directly continued into the inexcitability
of the new systole. (45, vol. 2, p. 473)
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X. Discussion
Two questions arise that can be answered only in part; (a) Did
Fontana originate the concept of the exhaustion of irritability with
each cardiac systole, and its restitution during diastole, or was he
inspired by even earlier works? (b) How much of the literature
mentioned here was known to Bowditch when he set out to study
"exhaustion and recovery of the irritability of the heart"?
The evidence at present available indicates that Fontana was the
first to state in any form, the general concept of a refractory period.
The phenomena of fatigue and recovery after physical and mental
effort, and of exhaustion during the day and restitution during
sleep are, however, matters of such universal observation, that it is
probable that Fontana may have received the stimulus to the precise
application from some more general philosophical statement. A
quotation from Boerhaave furnishes an example of such a general
formulation:
When the Spirits are consumed in a certain proportion, Sleep follows.
This juice which we sometimes call Spirits is deposited from the Cortex of
the Brain into the Medulla, and employed as well in the nerves of sensation
as in those which go to the organs of voluntary Motion, in which this juice
seems to be exhausted or spent in a given time; but then there being no
Fluid capable of entering these most minute Tubes to supply the place of
that which has been consumed, in consequence of that follows Sleepiness.
For there is a certain time destined for every Humour in the Body to be
separated, prepared, and perfected from the Chyle, Blood, Serum or Lymph;
as there is also a certain time wherein these Juices are consumed, agreeable
to the laws of the animal Oeconomy. From a certain quantity of Aliments
in a given time is prepared a certain quantity of Urine, intestinal Faeces, per-
spirable matter, etc. The Formation of the Chyle is limited to a certain
time, as also is the Preparation of Milk from thence, with the formation of
Blood from the same. In viporous Animals, the Albumen of the Egges is
so attenuated within the space of about twenty Days, not much sooner nor
later, by the Heat of the sitting Hen, that from the Albumen are pro-
duced all the members of the chick, but that Liquor which seems to be con-
tained in the smallest Vessels of the Brain must consequently be the most
elaborated of all the Humours in the Body. For in the larger Vessels the
grosser Humours only are contained, namely, in the sanguiniferous Vessels
which receive the Humors, which are as yet the most remote from an animal
Nature; namely, the Chyle is received into them. But the more any Vessels
exceed the largest in Smallness, the more subtle are the Liquors which they
convey; so that in the smallest Vessels of all, that Liquor is admitted, from
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whence results all the Actions of the human Body, and whose Particles are
small enough not to exceed the Capacity of the least Vessels of the Nerves.
From hence we infer that to the Formation of animal Spirits, all the Actions
of the human Body are required to concur, and that those Spirits are generated
as they are consumed within a certain space of time; and from hence again
it follows, that there must be a time in which few or no spirits pass into the
smallest Vessels from the Blood applied to the cortical Fabric of the Brain,
and that therefore these smallest Vessels will collapse, in consequence of which
follows a Propensity to sleep. Hence it follows, that the more violently the
Body is exercised by the voluntary Motions, the sooner will there be a
Necessity and Inclination to sleep; and from hence Sleep is said by a Proverb
of Solomon to be the most pleasing to the Weary and Poor. Weariness and
Sleep follow Exercises of the Body, because the most subtle Juices are dis-
sipated by the Motions of the Muscles. Therefore a Person who in Health
prepares only so much Spirits in the space of twenty-four Hours, as are
sufficient to keep him waking sixteen Hours, he will require six or eight Hours
for a Cessation of that Dispendium of Spirits, that the Body may prepare the
matter of the nervous Juice and form the same into Spirits; so that these six
or eight Hours are required for Sleep. But the direct time necessary for
Sleep cannot be absolutely determined, since more Sleep is naturely required
in proportion to the loss of Spirits during the time of Vigilance. (4, vol. 4,
pp. 303-305)
A particularly pregnant paragraph in Senac may well have been
the starting point of Fontana's own thinking:
A physician has suggested that the animal spirit is subject to exhaustion,
and that time is required for its reaccumulation. The muscles throughout
the body are capable of exerting only a certain degree of eniergy, and this
force being exhausted, sleep is necessary to repair them. The heart also
requires repose like other muscles, but this repose cannot be continuous as in
other muscles, which is why it is divided into instants, and the sum of these
instants is equal to the duration of sleep. Thus according to this opinion the
heart is under the necessity of sleeping. (48, vol. 1, p. 301)
The accounts written by Bowditch, by Kronecker and Stirling,
and by Marey, fail to indicate how much they knew of Fontana's
contribution, or of the work that followed it. It is indeed difficult
to imagine that they could have been acquainted with the very
precise statements of Fontana or his followers, particularly Schiff.
What is most probable is that they were acquainted with the general
concept of alterations in irritability without knowing of the applica-
tion to the hieart which in reality served as its foundation.
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This dissociation between the general theory and its application
to the heart had probably two causes. The first of these is the
fact that the development of theories of the cause of the heart-beat
soon led away from Hallerian irritability to a neurogenic theory, and
for over half a century physiologists followed this doctrine. The
other cause lay in the rapid spread of the doctrine of irritability to
the field of general physiology, pathology, and medicine, in which
the general laws of irritability were preserved, although the precise
applications first attached to them were lost.
The first development came with the extension of the concept
of irritability beyond the Hallerian significance of contractility. It
was recognized that all living tissue possessed the ability to react
to an external stimulus by some internal change, and that sensibility
and irritability as defined by Haller were but special examples of
this property. This newer concept of irritability as applied to
physiology was well expressed by Reil, in the introduction to the
first number of the Archiv fuir die Physiologie, which he founded.
Here he developed the general laws of irritability, following closely
Fontana's laws, and clearly recognized that the irritability of an
organ is reduced by activity and restored during rest.40
In his Traite de Physiologie Burdach dilated upon the observa-
tions of Fontana and of Girtanner and extended greatly their philo-
sophical implications.8 Like Girtanner, he added nothing to the
experimental data. As the basis of all periodicity in living organisms
Burdach saw the interplay of two fundamental vital forces. The
first of these was the conservative force, or the tendency to remain
at rest or return to it. This force resisted change, and tended
to restore the organism to its primitive state; it was the vis medica-
trix naturae; today it might be called anabolism. Opposed to this
was thedevelopmental force which produced growth and movement,
brought the organism into conflict with the environment, and
required the expenditure of energy; it formed the basis of irrita-
bility, and might be termed the katabolic force. The very manifes-
tation of this force was itself sufficient to exhaust it and the activity
it supported failed, then the conservative or reparative powers
gained the ascendency and restored the lost ability to react to ade-
quate stimuli. Thus all manner of rhythms were established.
The following excerpts illustrate Burdach's clear understanding
of physiological exhaustion as the fundamental factor in the produc-
tion of periodic discharge:
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Periodicity ought thus to consist of an alternation of propulsion, which
leads to development, and of retrogression, which leads backwards towards
the embryonic life. In fact, life tends to progress; but it also attempts to
remain the same, and this latter tendency is the actual cause of all periodic
retrogressions. Since the most general attribute of the organism is to con-
serve itself, that is to say, to maintain itself by its own activity, the primordial
form of existence ought to be that which is always dominant, that which
attempts to maintain itself throughout life. But this enters into conflict with
the purpose of life, which can only be attained by progressive development,
and the hindrance which it thus experiences permits it to manifest itself only
with a periodic character. Periodicity is thus the expression of the conflict
between development, expressed by exhaustion, and the return to the pri-
mordial state, which is manifested by contraction. (8, vol. 5, p. 174)
Periodic return is thus a suppression of antagonisms, an effacement of
differences, during which life reunites its forces for a new step along the road
of development. Just as Geryon, son of the earth, felt the return of his
strength when he touched the breast of his mother, so also the organism is
rejuvenated in its return to the primordial state. The direction from within
outwards is a finite force which is dissipated by the very act of its own mani-
festation, and it renews its vigor only if the life withdraws into itself. (8, vol.
5, p. 176)
While Burdach recognized that these inherent factors were
basically responsible for periodic activity, he concluded that an
external factor might also be important, namely, variations in the
intensity of the external stimulus:
From the above it may be concluded: (1). That periodicity arises from
the very essence of life, and is independent of exterior circumstances. That
after having filled the heart with blood or air, and ligated all its vessels, it
contracts and relaxes alternately without the intervention of a new stimulus
or the removal of those already existing. Respiratory movements begin
before birth, and before the atmosphere can exert any influence on the lungs,
simply by the influence of the internal f6rce. . .
(2). Life consists in an essential liaison of two opposing forces, of such
a nature that each is the reciprocal of the other, and each evokes the other.
The conflict with the external world exhausts the aptitude to be influenced
by environmental factors, so that all external activity ceases; and while the
internal life then gains supremacy, the faculty to react externally progresses,
and the receptivity for external impressions increases.
(3). But to the internal force there corresponds an alteration of external
circumstances. When the external activity of the heart enters the state of
repose, not only is this organ incapable of further contraction, but it has been
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again, it does so not only because its vigor is renewed, but because of the
stimulation of the reaccumulated blood. (8, vol. 5, pp. 176-78)
He says practically the same thing later:
We have found that parturition depends upon a force inherent in the
uterus, which expresses itself according to a characteristic pattern, and reacts
spontaneously, but which normally is elicited by a stimulus. These are so
harmonized that the internal force and the external stimulus develop simul-
taneously to the point of discharge of their common effect. We have more-
over seen that the cause of its periodicity resides within the organism itself.
We see a similar harmony in the heart; when this organ contracts, not only
is its contractile force exhausted, but the stimulus which evoked the contrac-
tion is removed, and diastole supervenes. After a period of diastolic rest,
not only is its contractility rejuvenated, so to speak, but also the blood has
accumulated in sufficient quantity within its cavities to constitute a stimulus,
and the two circumstances reunite to evoke systole. (8, vol. 6, 301)
Burdach called attention to Fontana's experiments to illustrate
that the heart enters into diastole despite continuing stimulation:
Although stimulation may well continue, diastole is none the less estab-
lished. Even though one ligates the arteries in such a manner that the heart
is prevented from emptying, systole and diastole nevertheless continue their
alternation. When Fontana pricked the heart at the very onset of diastole,
the organ continued to relax, and he was unable to produce a contraction an
instant longer than normal systole either by repeated pricks, or by the appli-
cation of caustic or cautery. (8, vol. 6, 300-301)
The doctrine of irritability found its most important application
in pathology. Fontana's postulate that the irritability of an organ
is not constant, but may on the contrary vary greatly, was early
applied to pathology, notably by Erasmus Darwin and by John
Brown.
Erasmus Darwin knew of Girtanner's work through Beddoes,
and was therefore indirectly influenced by the Brunonian doctrines
which Girtanner introduced into Germany. It is probably from
Girtanner that he developed his explanation of the cause of periodic
motions which he stated as follows:
After animal fibres have for some time been excited into contraction, a
relaxation succeeds, even though the exciting cause continues to act. In
respect to the irritative motions this is exemplified in the peristaltic motion of
the bowels; which cease and are renewed alternately, though the stimulus
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of the aliment continues to be uniformly applied; in the sensitive motions, as
in strangury, tenesmus, and parturition, the alternate contractions and relaxa-
tions of the muscles exist, though the stimulus is perpetual. In our voluntary
motions it is experienced, as no one can hang long by the hands, however
vehemently he will so to do; and in the associate motions the constant change
of our attitudes evinces the necessity of relaxation to those muscles, which
have been long in action. (12, vol. 1, p. 84)
This relaxation of a muscle after its contraction, even though the stimulus
continues to be applied, appears to arise from the expenditure or diminution
of the spirit of animation previously resident in the muscle according to the
second law of animal causation in Sec. IV. (12, vol. 1, p. 37)
The doctrine of John Brown clearly originates in Fontana's law;
that irritability may be subject to increase or decrease. The state of
health being considered as the equal balance between the irritability
of an organ, and the intensity of stimulation to which it is exposed,
disease might occur either from an excess of stimulation and a conse-
quent exhaustion of irritability (indirect debility), or from a defi-
ciency of stimulus and the ensuing accumulation of irritability in
excessive amounts (direct debility). "The seat of irritability in the
living body," wrote Brown, "is in the medullary nervous matter,
and muscular solid; to which the name nervous -system may be
given."7
Brown wrote that stimuli thus supported life, yet wasted or
exhausted irritability, just as air blown on a fire increases it, yet
wastes the fuel, and he quoted these lines from Martial in illus-
tration:
Balnea, vina, venus, consummunt corpora nostra,
Sed vitam faciunt balnea, vina, venus.
Of this he gave the following English version:
Wine, warmth, and love our vigor drain,
Yet wine, warmth, love, our life sustain.
Darwin (12, vol. 2, p. 180) used the quotation in the same con-
nection, translated less accurately:
Wine, women, warmth, against our lives combine,
But what is life without warmth, women, wine!
In Brown's Elements of Medicine there is no definite reference
to the periodic beat of the heart, nor is there in the writings of
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Broussais, who developed still further the Brownian principles. It
is therefore not surprising that in the classical development of the
principle of irritability in pathology by Virchow, all reference to
the heart is lacking. The phenomenon of exhaustion and restora-
tion was however utilized by Virchow to distinguish between the
three types of irritability he postulated; functional, nutritive, and
formative:
The connection between function and nutrition is by no means as intimate
as is usually believed. At the very point where the traditional concept of
metabolism seems the most secure, lies the greatest weakness. During func-
tional restitution, as it occurs after fatigue, it is usually postulated that during
the resting period, an increased nutrition occurs, which removes the particles
metabolized during activity, and replaces them with new. But experience
teaches that restitution takes place in the absence of nutrition, even in parts
separated from the body. A nerve or a muscle recovers its irritability even
when excised and no longer in contact with the body fluids. What is more,
it requires not even rest to overcome exhaustion, but merely a more intense
stimulus (contrastimulus) often suffices to incite the part to renewed activity,
which may even be protracted and energetic. Excitants may have the same
result as sleep; in certain circumstances their result is even more favorable.
How can such a restitution, often very rapid, almost instantaneous, take
place? Certainly not through metabolism, in the generally employed, chem-
ical sense of the word, but rather through much finer metabolism in a mechan-
ical sense. The particles dislocated and thrown against each other in activity
are apparently not returned to their original condition without a certain
chemical change, but this is so insignificant that at least the nutritive meta-
bolism forms no essential condition for its occurrence. Only when the
activity is very prolonged, and where it is truly "exhausting," does it require
a nutritive restitution.52
Summary
1. The refractory period in the heart was discovered by Felice
Fontana.
2. Fontana developed the general doctrine that rhythmic activ-
ity in the heart and in many other organs depends on the existence
of the refractory period.
3. The doctrine of refractoriness was well known to physiolo-
gists of the early nineteenth century.
4. The precise application to the heart was neglected because
of the rapid extension of the doctrine to pathology and medicine,
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because of the overwhelming interest in the neurogenic theory of
the heart-beat in the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century,
and because the lack of graphic recording prevented careful analysis
of the phenomenon.
5. Moritz Schiff was the first to follow Fontana with experi-
mental evidence. He first clearly differentiated between absolute
and relative refractoriness. His work was neglected because of lack
of graphic recording, and because of the disrepute which befell the
term "exhaustion" introduced by Fontana.
6. Bowditch reopened the subject, and contributed graphic
recording. Possible variations in the strength of stimulus might
have explained some of his results. Changes in excitability were
not correlated with the cardiac cycle.
7. Kronecker and Stirling clearly demonstrated the existence of
a refractory period, after establishing the constancy of their stimulus.
They reestablished the concept that each cardiac cycle was associated
with changes in excitability.
8. Marey was the first to show objectively the time relation
of the refractory period to systole and diastole. The technical pro-
cedures which made possible his success were the use of a heart
beating spontaneously, which was stimulated by single shocks applied
at random throughout the cardiac cycle, and a moving drum, which
permitted timing of the phases of the cycle and the movement of
stimulation. Marey gave the phenomenon its name.
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